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Mic Types

• Dynamic	Mics	-	generally	cheaper,	and	don’t	sound	as	good	as	the	other	mic	types.	O8en	have	a	
shaped	frequency	response	and	don’t	pick	up	the	low	or	high	frequencies	very	well.		

• Condenser	Mics	-	generally	have	a	fla?er	frequency	response	than	dynamic	mics	and	pick	up	a	
more	‘natural’	sound.	These	are	generally	good	all-round	mics.	

• Ribbon	Mics	-	generally	have	a	darker	sound.	O8en	sound	very	smooth	and	‘fla?ering’.		

• Tube	Mics	-	very	specific	mic	type,	expensive.	Not	going	to	cover	these.	

You	can	listen	to	examples	of	these	in	the	video	resources.



Frequency Response

Shure SM58 
Shaped Frequency Response 

Schoeps MK2  
Flat Frequency Response



Polar Patterns 
Cardioid

https://www.shure.eu/musicians/discover/educational/polar-patterns



Polar Patterns 
Omnidirectional

https://www.shure.eu/musicians/discover/educational/polar-patterns



Polar Patterns 
Omnidirectional

https://www.shure.eu/musicians/discover/educational/polar-patterns



Polar Patterns 
Hypercardioid

https://www.shure.eu/musicians/discover/educational/polar-patterns



On/Off Axis

• A microphone is on-axis when it is pointed directly 
at the sound source. Usually the mic will perform 
with its designed frequency response when it is on-
axis.  

• When a mic is off-axis it is not pointing directly at 
the source and the frequency response will 
change. Usually cardioid mics will sound brighter



Stereo Techniques



Coincident/XY Technique

Mic	Types:	DirecGonal	mics	only	(cardioid,	bi-direcGonal,	hyper-cardioid,	super	cardioid)	

The	microphone	capsules	are	placed	one	on	top	of	another.	Because	the	mic	types	in	this	array	are	
direcGonal	angling	the	microphones	(say	90	degrees	to	one	another)	means	there	are	small	amplitude	
(loudness)	differences	between	sounds	coming	to	the	le8	or	the	right	of	the	microphones.	These	
amplitude	differences	create	the	stereo	image.		



XY Advantages/
Disadvantages - Cardioid Mics
Specific Coincident Techniques: X-Y, Blumlein (uses figure of 8s) 

Advantages of Coincident Techniques:  

Very clear lateral imaging 

Disadvantages of Coincident Techniques:  

Little sense of depth in the stereo image 

Bass response is less linear (accurate/natural) at any kind of distance. (The bass 
frequencies tend to be picked up less than the mid and treble). 

More information on XY stereo:

http://www.dpamicrophones.com/mic-university/principles-of-the-xy-stereo-technique 

http://www.shure.eu/support_download/educational_content/microphones-basics/
stereo_microphone_techniques 



XY Advantages/Disadvantages 
-  Figure of 8s (Blumlein)

Blumlein (uses figure of 8s) 

Advantages of Blumlein:  

Very clear lateral imaging 

Quite good bass response (fig 8s respond better than cardioids) 

Nice representation of the room sound 

Disadvantages of Blumlein:  

Can sound too wide, exaggerating the placement of the ensemble between the speakers/
headphoens

More information on XY stereo:
http://www.dpamicrophones.com/mic-university/principles-of-the-xy-stereo-technique 

http://www.shure.eu/support_download/educational_content/microphones-basics/
stereo_microphone_techniques 



Spaced/AB
Spaced Techniques:
Mic Types:

Any polar pattern can be used, however, omnidirectional or bi-directional (figure of 8) 
microphones are usually used for spaced techniques in a good sounding room.. 

The microphones are spaced apart (from as narrow as 10-15cm up to 2m). With spaced 
techniques tiny differences in how long the sound takes to reach each microphone 
determines the stereo image. A sound happening to the left of the microphone array will 
arrive at the left microphone first and appear more to the left of the stereo image.



Specific AB Techniques
Specific Spaced Techniques: Decca Tree, Jecklin Disk, Faulkner Phased Array. There are lots of techniques but 
basically start with a width you like and adjust. Some of these use acoustic baffles (jecklin and schneider disks) 
between the mics 

Advantages of Spaced Techniques using OMNIDIRECTIONAL and BI-DIRECTIONAL microphones: 
Excellent depth in the stereo image 
More linear (accurate, natural) bass response. (Bass response does not change when mic’ing further away) 

Disadvantages of Spaced Techniques using OMNIDIRECTIONAL and BI-DIRECTIONAL microphones: 
Less well defined stereo imaging. Separation/localisation can be compromised. A ‘hole in the middle’ can 
sometimes be heard if the microphones are spaced too far apart. 
More information on spaced techniques: 
http://www.dpamicrophones.com/mic-university/principles-of-the-a-b-stereo-technique 

http://www.dpamicrophones.com/mic-university/classical-orchestra-a-b-stereo 

http://www.dpamicrophones.com/mic-university/principles-of-the-baffled-stereo-technique - jecklin disk 

http://www.dpamicrophones.com/mic-university/decca-tree - decca tree 

https://tapeop.com/tutorials/46/microphones-decca-tree-technique/ - decca tree



Near-Coincident
Near Coincident Techniques:

Mic Types: Directional mics only (cardioid, bi-directional, hyper-cardioid, super cardioid) 
Almost always the specific techniques use cardioid mics BUT you can experiment with other 
types 

These are easiest to understand relative to coincident and spaced techniques. The 
microphones are slightly spaced and are angled out. This means that both amplitude and 
time differences are involved in creating the stereo image.



Specific Near-Coincident 
Techniques

Specific Near Coincident Techniques: ORTF, NOS, DIN  

Advantages of Near Coincident Techniques with CARDIOID mics:
• Clear stereo imaging. Very good separation/localisation of sound sources  
• A greater sense of space than coincident techniques 
Disadvantages of Near Coincident Techniques with CARDIOID mics:
• Less depth in the stereo image than spaced techniques 
• Bass response is less linear (accurate/natural) than spaced techniques. (The bass frequencies tend to 

be picked up less than the mid and treble). 
More information on Near Coincident techniques:
https://www.soundonsound.com/sound-advice/q-does-centre-image-suffer-ortf-recording-technique

http://www.dpamicrophones.com/mic-university/principles-of-the-ortf-stereo-technique - ORTF

http://www.dpamicrophones.com/mic-university/principles-of-the-din-stereo-technique
  - DIN

http://www.dpamicrophones.com/mic-university/principles-of-the-nos-stereo-technique - NOS



Recording a solo 
instrument/voice



AB setup 
Mics angle past the player. Instrument 
slightly off axis to the mics, so the sound will 
be a little bit brighter and less focussed than 
it could be. 

This will also affect the way the mics pick up 
the room sound as they will point directly at 
the back wall 

This image shows a trumpet, but you could 
apply this technique to any instrument/
ensemble 

Trumpet

Soundwaves radiating



XY Setup - mics placed on top of one 
another and angle 90 degrees 

The mics actually point past the 
instrument, so we won’t make best use of 
the mics sensitivity.  

Mic setup image from: https://www.dpamicrophones.com/mic-university/stereo-recording-techniques-and-setups



AB setup - mics angled in 

This is somewhere in between an XY and 
an AB setup. The mics are angled in from an 
AB setup or angled out from an XY set up 
making sure both mics are properly on axis. 
This works well for a solo instrument/voice.



Recording a Chamber 
Ensemble



XY



Spaced



ORTF



Mic Distance

violin 1

violin 2 viola

cello

Violin 1 and cello are 
relatively much closer to 
the mics.



Mic Distance

violin 1

violin 2 viola

cello

Mic’ing a little further 
away the relative 
differences are smaller, 
so we’ll get a better 
balance.



Microphone Spacing
• This will effect how the different instruments/voices 

occupy the stereo image.  

• This will effect the strength of the stereo image. 
This is to do with whether the centre of the image is 
strong or whether it is wide enough to occupy the 
space between our headphones or loudspeakers. 

• Different mic techniques and spacings can either 
capture the image quite ‘naturally’ or ‘exaggerate’ 
the width of the image.



Examples

• These are based on the sengpielaudio stereo 
visualiser available here: 

• http://www.sengpielaudio.com/HejiaE.htm 

• It assumes the angle of the ensemble is 90 
degrees. It also has a fixed distance and adjusting 
these would have an effect on the following.



XY

tpt 1 horn tuba trom. tpt 2

Monitoring position

Strong lateral imaging, equally spaced



AB - 20cm width

tpt 1 horn tuba trom. tpt 2

Monitoring position

The spacing is slightly more exaggerated but occupying  
much the same space in terms of width



AB - 40cm width

tpt 1 horn tuba trom. tpt 2

Monitoring position

Wider and more exaggerated spacing



AB - 66cm width

tpt 1 horn tuba trom. tpt 2

Monitoring position

Fully occupies the space between the speakers



AB - 2m width

tpt 1horn tuba trom.tpt 2

Monitoring position

Stereo image collapsing. The centre will probably be quite weak/indistinct. Interestingly this is the  
spacing for the Decca Tree, but that technique uses a third mic (a centre mic) to add definition and  
strengthen the image. 



Near Coincident (ORTF)

tpt 1 horn tuba trom. tpt 2

Monitoring position

Quite wide imaging, but very strong.



Microphone Height and 
Angle

This 
placement 
will  
focus on the 
front player 



Microphone Height and 
Angle

This 
placement 
will 
reach into the 
second row 
better 



Microphone Height and 
Angle

If there are 
further rows 
of players 
this will reach 
even further 
into the 
ensemble. 



• These are techniques that are designed to be applied, not strict rules. 

• If I was recording a chamber ensemble I would probably start with an AB setup, 
regardless of the mic type. 

• If the balance of the ensemble is good, then great.  

• If I can hear the instruments at the edge of the ensemble is weak (violin 1 and cello in our 
string quartet example) I would either widen the mics or angle them out to point more 
directly at those instruments. 

• If I can hear the centre of the ensemble I would look at the angle of the mics pointing 
down at the ensemble and try angling them up slightly mics or make the mics slightly 
higher. This might help the mics ‘reach’ into the ensemble a bit more 

• Different styles reward different placements, a string quartet by Haydn usually has a 
strong first violin part, and an important bass line so angling out might help. Mozart 
distributes important material more equally so we need to ensure that we capture the 
middle voices equally.

Applying These Techniques



• Very wide spacings, don’t go beyond 60cm spaced 
pairs. 

• Very distant placements (more than 50-60cm in a bad 
sounding room), you’ll either pick up a lot of room sound 
or if you’re using cardioid mics it will sound quite thin. 

• Very close placements (less that 20cm away), the mics 
will overly focus on a particular range if it is a woodwind 
instrument or large instrument (like a piano) and you’ll 
start to hear the proximity effect. 

Avoid



• Make the mic(s) are on axis to the source (pointing 
directly at it). 

• Keep the placement relatively close (30-60cm). 
Just over the music stand or a little further for most 
woodwind/voices. Just off to the side for brass. 

• Make sure the mics are angled either up or down at 
the instrument (depending on height) so that you 
capture the most direct sound possible. 

Ways to Get the Most of a Mic 
(or pair of mics) in a Bad Room



• The balance between the direct and reflected sound - 
this is how much dry signal the mics pick up relative to 
the reflected sound of the acoustic. This determines how 
direct and detailed a recording sounds. Some recordings 
suit lots of ambience and others less so. 

• In nicer acoustics we can mic further away. Directional 
mics will sound less thin as the reflected sound arriving 
at the mics will be more balanced (we won’t lose too 
much low or mid range making the recording thin and 
tinny). But don’t be too allured and place the mics at the 
back of the hall, this will sound too disant.

Some Things to Think About 
in Nice Acoustics



Bad Acoustic: 

• 30cm-1m max distance 

• Mic spacing 20-30cm 

• Mics angled directly at 
the source

Mic Placement Starting 
Points

Nice Acoustic (would you want to listen 
to a concert there?): 

• From where a conductor would stand 
(will sound quite direct) to upto 3m 
away (will sound quite blended/
ambient) 

• Could use any technique that picks up 
the room well. 

• Mics angled out to pick up more room. 

• Mics higher to pick up more room 

• Mics angled at instruments for a more 
direct sound




